Adaptive thermal comfort in primary school classrooms creating and validating PMV based comfort charts ter Mors, S.
Introduction
The Adaptive Temperature Limils (ATL) [1] melhod which is used in Ihe Netherlands was developed lor naturally venlilaled office buildings . I1 shows the required operative temperatures as lunction ol a weighted running mean ol the ex1erior temperature; Ih is is a very easy-to-undersland represenlalion ol therm al comlort criteria. Anolher method to predict Ihermal comlort is Fanger's Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) [2] . Earlier research by van der Linden el al [3] indicaled that this method, with correct input, can lead 10 similar predictions lor Ihermal comlort in a moderate climale like the Netherlands. The advanlage ol Ihis melhod is thaI ils inpul can be adjusted to the specilic siluation 10 be evaluated, so the range ol buildings it can be applied 10 is broader.
This research goes inlo Ihermal comlort evaluation melhods lor primary school classrooms in Ihe Nelherlands, to see whether Ihe PMV method can be used 10 improve accuracy ol prediclions. Specilic attention was given 10 Ihe clothing insulation lor children , and adaplalion of clothing during Ihe year.
It is important 10 keep in mind the difference belween Ihermal comlort, therm al sensalion and thermal prelerence. Thermal comlort is delined by ASHRAE [4] as 'that condilion ol mind which expresses satislaclion wilh Ihe Ihermal environmenl and is assessed by subjective evaluation'. The subjeclive evaluation ol therm al comlort is influenced by the Ihermal environmenl and personal lactors inlluencing the heat transfer with th is environment, but also by psychological laclors influencing the condition ol mind direclly. All these laclors in thermal comlort can be allered by behavioural, physiological or psychological adaptalion .
PMV method
Many thermal comfort criteria and predictions are based on Ihe PMV as introduced by Fanger [2] and presented in ISO 7730:2005 [5] . This comlort equation can be used 10 calculale Ihe PMV, Ihe predicted average Ihermal sensalion lor a large group ol persons, on Ihe seven point scale thermal sensalion scale which is shown in Table 1 . This predicled Ihermal sensation can be transferred 10 Ihe predicled Ihermal comfort in Ihe form ol Predicted Percenlage Dissalisfied (PPD), which is the predicled percentage ol people in a large group Ihal wil! be dissatislied at a PMV value. A PMV ol o does nol mean every individual has thermal neulralily, so even then the PPD is nol zero.
Fanger's comfort equation is derived from ex1ensive climale chamber research . The responses ol over a Ihousand European and American subjects to the thermal conditions in a well-conlrolled environment we re used to expand Ih is equation inlo Ihe PMV model. This equation and Ihe PMV model are inlended lor use in the design ol HVAC systems. ,. <>.6 0 (.,4 1.' :l PMV Figure 1 : Predicted percentage dissatislied as a lunction ol predicted mean vote [5] The calculation lor the PMV takes into account the thermo physiological properties ol humans and their thermal balance with the environment. On a personal level this includes the activity level and clothing insulation. The thermal environment is determined by the variables air temperature, mean radiant temperature, relative humidity, and air velocity. Physiological variation and psychological effects are not taken into account in the PMV model. In [6] it is shown th at lor HVAC buildings this method can accurately predict comlort temperatures, but lor Iree-running buildings the thermal sensation is underestimated in winter and overestimated in summer. Psychological adaptation is given as the most likely reason lor this divergence.
ISO 7730 [5] gives validity intervals lor the PMV variables, and wh en one or more ol the variables are outside th is range the results Irom the model are no longer considered reliable. These validity intervals are discussed by Humphreys and Nicol [7] who conclude that the ranges lor valid use ol PMV are much narrower. They also conclude that the resulting bias in PMV outcome can be very misleading wh en assessing thermal comlort among people in everyday conditions, and state that it could be uselul to reconsider the relations between metabolic rate, skin temperature and sweat production lor comlortable conditions. The relation between PMV and PPD is also subject to discussion. In [8] , results Irom various climate chamber and lield researches are shown to vary (strongly) Irom Fanger's PMV/PPD relation. Corgnati et al [9] lound a trend lor thermal prelerence Irom slightly warm environments in the winter period to neutral environments in the temperate season.
The clothing insulation and metabolic heat production can be estimated, but practical methods to do th is are not accurate and cause a large part ol the uncertainty in the linal thermal sensation prediction. Improving the methods to determine clothing insulation and metabolism can improve accuracy and quality ol PMV based predictions [8] . Clothing insulation determination methods based on tab les stating insulating values lor various garments can vary 20% in results [10] , also inlluencing the PMV outcome.
Havenith et al [11] investigated methods to determine metabolism and clothing insulation. One ol their conclusions is th at posture and air speed can cause a reduction ol clothing vapour resistance, and the impact this has on comlortlimits in terms ol skin wettedness cannot be neglected. Furthermore they conclude that to improve metabolic rate estimation lor activities below 2 met by using ISO 8996 [12] more data and detail is needed, and that the current methods described in ISO 8996 are not sufficiently accurate to estimate PMV within 0.3 scale points.
Besides all critique on the PMV model and its performance in predicting thermal comlort, many times no alternatives lor lield use are given. For some specilic regions or application ranges, [7] and [13] do offer (methods to implement) empirical improvements to the PMV model. In [8] a variety ol PMV model adjustment and improvement studies are described. In [14] , Fanger and Toftum introduce the expectancy lactor 'e' as addition to the PMV model, specilically lor use in non-air-conditioned buildings in warm climates. In this situation the expectancy ol indoor climate is low, so higher temperatures are accepted and not always considered uncomlortable. The value ol the expectancy lactor will always be in the range 0.5 -1.0 and is determined by location and Irequency ol warm periods. The calculated PMV is multiplied by the expectancy lactor, which results in the new PMV. Since in the Netherlands warm periods are not common the expectancy lactor will be 0.9-1.0. A value ol 1.0 would mean that the calculated PMV will not change, so the expectancy lactor has little or no inlluence in the Netherlands.
1. 1. Thermal Comfort for Children
In the original thermal comlort research by Fanger, there were no children included in the climate chamber tests. This lead Fanger to state that more research would be required to test il the comlort equation could be applied to (young) children. [2] The relations between metabolic rate, skin temperature, sweat production and thermal sensation or thermal comlort which are the base ol the PMV model might not be the same lor children.
According to Humphreys [15] , children seem to be a little less sensitive to temperature change than adults, and there is also a larger variation among the responses ol children. The cause th at is given lor these observations is the higher normal activity level ol children, and the la ct th at there is a large variety in the activity level during education. The children that participated in this research did not change their clothing during the day. The average clothing value changed only on the longer term, but the room temperature and mean thermal sensation did change during the day.
Besides the possible difference in the relation between metabolic rate and thermal sensation, the metabolic ra te itselt is also different tor children than adults. This is shown by Havenith [16] , who investigated the metabolic rate and clothing insulation tor various classroom types and age groups. From this research it can be concluded that the metabolism tor 9-11 year old children varies trom 52 to 64 W/m 2 tor various sedentary classroom activities. For adults this would be higher, around 70 -100 W/m 2 when estimated by ISO 8996:2004 as 'clerical work' [12] . ISO 7730:2005 [5] estimates sedentary office activity metabolism at 1.2 met (1 met = 58.2 W/m 2 ) , which is equal to the ISO 8890 estimation lower limit ot 70 W/m 2 .
A different approach to determine the metabolic heat production tor children is presented by Parsons [17] . Here he states that, as a tirst approximation, the data trom ISO 8996:1990 (th is version ot the standard has been replaced by [12] ) may be used with appropriate correct ion tor reduced mass and surface areas ot the body. It is however not specitied how this correction should be applied.
Other assessment methods for thermal comfort
NEN·EN 15251 [18] and ASHRAE Standard 55-2004 [4] are the most widely used adaptive assessment charts tor therm al comtort. These adaptive methods do not base their predictions on the heat balance but instead use tield research data tor thermal sensation, preterence and acceptance. Even though the two seem similar, there are tour important differences which are discussed in detail by Nicol and Humphreys [19] : They are derived trom different databases; the building type they apply to is not the same; the method used to determine neutra I temperature is different; and the ex1erior temperature variabie used is different.
ISSO 74 [1] is a Dutch adaptive guideline which introduces another building classitication and ex1erior temperature variabie. These limits are based on and ex1ended trom [6] , on which the ASHRAE Standard 55-2004 is also based. Since (practically) all buildings which are tree-running in summer do have active heating tor colder seasons, ISSO 74 combines the adaptive limits tor the tree-running season with HVAC limits tor the heating season. For ex1ernal climates below 10-12°C ee,ret (4 day weighted running mean temperature) the limits tor all building types are equal, only the upper temperature limits tor higher temperatures differs. ISSO 89 [20] is a guideline tor the indoor climate in schools, and the therm al comtort limits shown here are a simplitied version ot the adaptive limits to make this guideline better understandable tor primary school boards.
The various ex1erior temperature detinitions used in the comtort standards mentioned are shown and explained in Table 2 . 
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Main research aims
Earlier research [3] has shown th at the PMV model, using correct input, can explain the adaptive limits trom ISSO 74 [1] . The main aim ot this research is to investigate it the Fanger-method can be used to develop 'simpie' comtort charts, similar to the Adaptive Temperature Limits, but tor non·office buildings and specitically a primary school classroom.
To achieve this all variables in the PMV method will be determined tor this situation. The variables can be intluenced by ex1erior climate, meaning the value will change during the year. Another possibility is change based on interior or local climate, changing the value during the day. Users can also adapt the personal tactors which intluence the heat balance in order to maintain personal therm al comtort. This adaptation can be physiological, psychological or behavioural. The tocus in this project will be on behavioural adaptation, and specitically on the variabie clothing insulation. This will show how children adapt their clothing with changing ex1erior climate during the year.
Methods
A tield research was conducted in non-air-conditioned classrooms in three different schools in the Netherlands. In order to derive the PMV tor the children (age 9-11) in these classrooms questionnaires were applied to obtain the activity level and clothing garments worn in the morning and afternoon ot regular school days, and the physical parameters which intluence the thermal sensation we re recorded as weil. This was done tor a total ot 24 days in three sessions, covering winter, spring and summer conditions (year 2010). Besides the data needed to determine the PMV the actual thermal sensation and satistaction we re included in the questionnaires as weil to obtain the subjective evaluation ot therm al comtort. Thermal satistaction was only included in the mid-season and summer measurements.
Clothing values were calculated using gannent insulation values trom ISO 7730 [5] . The aim was to keep the questionnaire easy-to-understand and concise. To do this, clothing which was not expected to be worn was excluded trom the list. Also, tor tshirts vests and dresses three variants were included; sleeveless, short sleeve and longsleeve. When the clothing ensemble specitied was not realistic, the data was disregarded. When minor clothing garments were missing (shoes, socks or underwear) this value was estimated. Data tor the teachers was also recorded, but not used in the analysis. For the insulating value ot the chair a value ot 0.01 clo (1 clo = 0.155 m2K1W) was used since open wooden chairs were used in the classroom.
Metabolic rate was determined with classitication aC<Xlrding to activity, using ISO 7730 [5] instead ot ISO 8996 [12] since the latter method would classify all school activities as 'Iow metabolic rate' without turther distinction. Further distinction was possible by determining the metabolic rate in met, using the categories 'Seated, relaxed' (met=1.0). 'Sedentary activity' (met=1.2) and 'Standing, light activity' (met=1.6). This metabolic rate was corrected tor the reduced surface area by multiplying it by 1.7/1.14. The mean body surface area is 1.7 m 2 tor adults and 1.14 m 2 tor 10 year olds. [21] Reduced mass was not taken into account, external work tor classroom activities can be estimated as 0 W. This results in metabolic rate values ot 86, 104 or 139 W/m 2 . For comparison ot resulting thermal sensation predictions, the metabolism will also be changed to 60 W/m 2 , estimated based on the data tound by Havenith [16] .
The three classrooms were located in buildings built in 2002, 1994 and 1964, and all located on the top tloor ot the building. All had centrally controlled heating by radiators and operabie windows. The tirst school did have mechanical exhaust ventilation, but at a very low volume so operabie windows were the main source ot ventilation in all seasons. For the second school this was the case in winter and mid-season, but in summer the mechanical exhaust volume was set higher, windows we re kept closed and alocal cooling unit was placed in the classroom. Still the indoor climate showed a tree-running temperature trend, so the intluence ot this cooling was minimal. The third school had only operabie windows tor ventilation.
In each classroom the physical parameters were recorded on a single location. The air temperature, globe temperature, air humidity and air velocity were logged at an interval ot 6 minutes at heights between 0.5 and 1.0 meter, since it was not practically possible to install all sensors at the ISO 7726:1998 [22] prescribed height ot 0.6 meter.
Clothing insulation and metabolic rate were determined with questionnaires, which inevitably leads to an uncertainty in the results. This method was chosen to minimize the impact on the children's classroom activities. Since the aim ot the research is exploratory and not much is known about clothing insulation at changing exterior temperatures tor children, this method will result in new intormation.
Results

Climate indoor and outdoor during measurement periods
. . The tigure shows that indoor operative temperature tollows the exterior running mean temperature. During winter and midseason the interior temperature is not intluenced much, but when the exterior temperature rises the indoor temperature tollows this trend, rising about 0.5 K tor each 1 K (4 day weighted mean) increase outside. The exterior temperatures during the seasons were within normal ranges, but the summer measurements took place during the warmest days ot the year. The trendline shown is a Locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOESS) curve (Epanechnikov kernel, 50% tit).
Clothing insulation results
, , As is 10 be expected, the clothing insulation shows a negative trend with increasing exterior temperatures. The decrease in clo is not constant during the year; the largest changes happen during the mid-season . The standard deviation tor the mean clothing insulalion is lower in summer, similar to the results presented by Corgnati et al. [9] Figure 6 : Actual mean vote and PMV Figure 5 shows the actual thermal sensation against the PMV calculated with the personal values (met*1.7/1.14 and clothing insulation trom questionnaires) and mean environmental values tor that part ot day. The second tigure shows Actual Mean Vote tor the part ot day against PMV calculated with actual mean personal and environmental values tor that part ot day. In both tigures a trendline is shown with corresponding R2 value. The dotted line in both tigures shows Actual=Predicted, so ideally all values would be on this line. The reality is that actual (mean) sensations are mostly higher than PMV.
PMV predictions
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Discussion
Method
What should be taken into account when evaluating the results is that they are based on a relative small sample ot three classrooms (79 children) and conclusions theretore should be assessed as preliminary.
The average vote during the summer period was above +2 tor two out ot th ree schools. Since this is tar away trom neutral thermal sensation, results might be unreliable in these cases. Even so, the PMV method's reliability ranges stated in ISO 7730 [5] are not exceeded except tor one predicted mean vote above +2, and a tew short moments where the temperature was above 30°C. For the individual PMV calculations more predictions were above +2.
The measured air speeds were very low; the mean was around 0.05 mIs in winter and showed a linear rising trend to 0.08 in summer, even though windows were opened. It is unclear whether this is caused by low outdoor air speeds, and it these air speeds occur in all schools in the Netherlands. Higher air speeds could offset high indoor air temperatures and thereby lower the mean therm al sensation. The relative air humidity was also quite low with values trom 20% to 50%, but still mostly within comtort limits.
Effects ot air speed and body movement on the vapour resistance and thermal comtort [11] have been neglected, since the intluence ot skin wettedness on the thermal sensation tor children is unknown.
Determining clothing insulation ot garments can lead to variations ot 20% depending on the source used [10] . so the values tound might be different when a different source is used. The simplitications and assumptions concerning the questionnaires themselves lead to an uncertainty ot about 0.1 clo, depending on the season. Also since the metabolism tables trom ISSO 8996 [12] are used the PMV predictions might not be accurate within 0.3 scale points [11] .
Clothing insulation during the year
There is only a small difference between male and temale's clothing insulation, similar to results trom a study by Humphreys [15] where clothing tor 7-9 year olds in a classroom was studied. For (mean) clothing insulation tor adults in office buildings, de Carli et al [23] also showed a small difference between male and temaie, whereas Fishman and Pimbert [24] tound a large difference. The mean clothing insulation in winter is about 0.9 clo, which is comparable to values recorded by the previously mentioned sources and de Dear et al [6] . This value drops to about 0.3 clo in summer, which is slightly lower than the minimum values in the previously mentioned sources, but signiticantly lower than the mean in [6] and mean tor males trom [24] at comparable exterior temperatures.
The local regression curve trom Figure 3 can be described with th ree linear tunctions, which roughly match the winter, midseason and summer seasons. These tunctions are shown in Table 3 . Outside ot this range tor external temperatures the mean clothing insulation is unknown, but th is range almost tully captures the Dutch climate. As mentioned earlier, the clothing insulation is similar to office-working adult's average clothing insulation in winter. During the summer period the children mostly wore shorts, slippers and a t-shirt tor a total clothing insulation around 0.25-0.30 clo, whereas in office buildings th is clothing ensemble is often not accepted. This means that the average clothing insulation tor children can assume slightly lower values in summer than that ot adults in an average office environment.
Linear regressions have been done tor both the mean and individual clothing insulation, tor external temperatures Tmin (daily minimum temperature). Tmean (mean ot daily minimum and maximum). Be,ret and Brm. It can be seen that the R2 value tor both clo values is highest tor the linear regression with Be,ret, but the difference with Tmean and Brm is negligible and with Tmin is small. Assuming that Tmin is equal to T6am, th is is contrary to de Carli et al [23] . Here, the difference in correlation coefficients tor NV buildings was highest tor T6am, also with a small difference. For HVAC buildings all differences were negligible. 
PMV precJictions -Actual sensation
Analytical PMV, calculated with actual (mean) values lor clothing insulation, metabolism and air speed, underestimates the thermal sensation vote. This is remarkable, since most previous research which lound an error in PMV predictions lound an overestimation ol therm al sensation. An expectancy lactor ol 1 (no inlluence) was used; il this is changed it would only make the underestimation larger.
The largest errors occurred during the mid-season, but on average the underestimation in summer was larger. These midseason errors are exceptional cases, so the higher mean underestimation during summer is where the actual largest unreliability in the PMV prediction lies. During the summer, at Be, rel ol 15 to 25°C, the error lies between 0.5 and 1.5 scale points, with a mean ol about 1. The scale ol this error shows that the PMV method, using a surface-area corrected metabolic rate, does not result in valid predictions ol the thermal sensation ol children.
The mean metabolic rate determined Irom the questionnaires was 1.26 met. This value was quite constant lor all schools and seasons, and did not show dependence on any ol the other measured variables. When this value is multiplied by 58.2 * 22. to 1.14 take the reduced surface area ol children in account this results in 109 W/m 2 . With this value lor metabolism in the PMV lunction, Figure 5 and Figure 6 we re created. Il the actual W/m 2 are used, estimated at 60 Wm 2 based on [16] , the underestimation ol therm al sensation by the PMV method is even larger, as is shown in Figure 7 . The physiological basis lor PMV is that ol adults, lor children the relation between all personal and environmental values and thermal sensation is different.
Possibly the metabolism should be included in a different way than using W/m 2 when predicting thermal sensation lor children.
Even though it might not be accurate physically, basing the metabolic rate lor the PMV calculation on the assumption that the same total heat is produced by children and correcting this lor reduced body surface area results in therm al sensation predictions which are closer to reality than wh en actual Watts per m 2 body surface are used. The temperature ranges lor use ol PMV stated in ISO 7730 [5] are 10-30°C lor air, and 10-40°C lor radiant. Humphreys et al [7] showed that discrepancies in PMV are to be expected at operative temperatures above 27"C, but this would still only account lor unreliable results lor a sm all part ol the current data.
The adaptive PMV method, calculated with the multi-period linear lunction lor clo, a constant metabolic rate ol 111 W/m 2 , and the linear lunction lor v, gives results similar to analytical PMV. The maximum difference between the analytical and adaptive approach in th is research was 0.6, and on average the difference was 0.17 scale points. This comparison is shown in Figure 8 .
With this reliability range ol about 0.5 scale points in mind, this adaptive PMV method could be used to create comlort limits lor situations where similar clothing insulation, air speeds and activity levels are to be expected, but this is not uselul since the predictions themselves are not accurate. When an adult's sedentary activity metabolism of 70 W/m 2 is used in the calculations , the adaptive PMV based comfort limits are similar to the ATl if the standard PMV/PPD relation is assumed where a PMV of +0.85 gives 20% dissatisfied. If the clothing insulation in summer is slightly higher, which is realistic for adults in an office situation, the limits are even more comparable . The influence of clothing insulation can be seen clearly in the general course of the PMV limits , where the largest changes also happen mid-season. At higher clothing insulation values, the operative temperature has less influence on therm al sensation . Therefore the PMV limits at low external temperatures (and high clothing insulation) are much wider than at high external temperatures (and low clothing insulation). Table 5 shows the actual percentage and amount of children dissatisfied for each thermal sensation vote and season , with corresponding total am ou nt of children for that thermal sensation. Since the PMV method is only reliable for the range ·2 to +2, the !wo outer categories do not show the standard PPD . These results show that the minimal actual percentage dissatisfied is higher than the PPD, but that the dissatisfaction at warmer thermal sensations is lower. For the cooler thermal sensations there is very few data available. looking at the mid-season data, it can be concluded that children have a wider range of acceptable thermal sensations.
The percentage dissatisfied is higher for all thermal sensations in summer. During the winter measurements thermal acceptance was not determined. During the summer season, a thermal sensation of +2 corresponds with 58% dissatisfied, where in the mid-season this is only 27%. There is also more dissatisfaction for a vote of +3 in summer. The same trend that was predicted by Mclntyre, cited and confirmed by Corgnati et al [9] can be seen in this . They have shown that the thermal preference in winter lies at a thermal sensation vote of about +1, and during the mid-season closer to +0. The explanation for this is that people in a cold climate prefer a slightly warm thermal environment, whereas persons in a hot climate prefer a slightly cool sensation. If comfort limits are created based on PMV th is should be taken into account, to ensure an assessment of thermal comfort instead of thermal neutrality. 
8ince the PMV assessment is not applicable for children without large-scale research on the thermal heat balance and comfort for children, other assessment methods will have to be invesligated . Of the available assessment methods most are not developed for these building types, but their building-type application range will not be discussed here. The question is whether they can be used to accurately assess children's thermal comfort. Most of the measured conditions were within the 188074 [1] . 188089 [20] and EN-15251 Annex A2 [18] outer limits, but A8HRAE standard 55 [4] is stricter in this situation. The high temperature limits for categories 11 Even though nearly all measured situations would fall within the limits, the mean thermal sensations show a very different picture. Only at the lowest external temperatures the mean thermat sensations are near neutral. In 1880 74 the Bèta limits (gray lines) are stricter for high external temperatures, and using these limits would result in a more accurate prediction of the children's discomfort. Children are free to adapt their clothing or posture, but do not have full personal control of operabie windows. These are either controlled by the teacher or by a few children, so not all children have individual control of the windows . This would mean the building needs to be assessed as type Bèta, but this does not seem a feasible limit for a primary school. For the cooler external climate temperatures predicted to be comfortabie by this and other limits are actually considered warm . When thermal acceptance is used the results are more comparable to the various adaptive limits since not only a neutral sensation is acceptable, but still a lot of temperatures which are assessed as comfortabie by the limits are actually considered unacceptable. Thermal acceptance was only determined in the mid-season and summer, so this data is not shown here.
6.
Conclusions
The mean clothing insulation lor 9-11 year old children in a primary school classroom can be described bya three-period linear lunctions ol Be,rel. The mean clothing insulation changes most during the mid-season. The difference between male and lemale is smalI; the largest difference is about 0.1, this occurs at a Be,rel ol -3°C. The mean changes Irom 0.9 at a Be,rel ol -3°C to 0.8 at 8°C, 0.46 at 16°C and 0.3 at 25°C.
From the obtained results lor this small group (n=79) it can be concluded that the PMV method underestimates thermal sensation lor children, while most previous research which lound errors in PMV predictions lound that it overestimated thermal sensation. The error is largest in summer, with underestimation ranging Irom 0.5 to 1.5 scale points at Be,rel ol 15 to 25°C. For these results the metabolism was estimated by using adult's data corrected lor reduced body surface area . This results in an average ol 109 W/m 2 in this research , which is higher than lor an adult in sedentary activity (70 W/mZ) , but as indicated the resulting PMV is still lower than actual thermal sensation . The metabolism in actual W/m 2 , which can be estimated at 60 W/m 2 lor 9-11 year old children in sedentary classroom activities based on research by Havenith [16) , results in a lower PMV so an even larger underestimation in predictions . This shows that the PMV method can not be applied to children in a classroom situation, and that PMV with surface area-corrected metabolism is better but still does not result in valid predictions ol the therm al sensation ol these children.
Comlort limits comparable to the ATL could be created Irom PMV predictions; by predicting clothing insulation, metabolism and air speed based on the lield research results , the operative temperature lor certain PMV values can be calculated . These limits are, however, not accurate lor children since the PMV does not predict actual thermal sensation lor this group accurately. For adults the limits are comparable to the ATL, as was also concluded by van der Linden et al [3) . High clothing insulation in winter results in a wider range ol predicted comlortable operative temperatures compared to the adaptive limits and summer period. These PMV based limits need to be improved by including seasonal influences on thermal prelerence.
The actual thermal sensation does not support use ol current adaptive therm al comlort assessment methods . Similar to the PMV predictions, these adaptive limits underestimate the therm al sensation and predict higher comlortable temperatures than those actually indicated by the children . This means that the currently applied assessment methods lor primary schools are not correct, and complying with these demands does not necessarily lead to a comlortable situation lor children.
Furlher research
More research is needed on the subject ol thermal comlort ol children , since the assessment methods lor adults do not seem applicable. This is the case lor assessment by PMV and also lor adaptive limits. For PMV the role ol metabolism in the heat balance and comlort ol children needs evaluation, since the physiological basis ol the method is th at ol adults and the relations between metabolism, surface temperature, sweating etc. and thermal sensation and comlort are different lor children.
Il PMV based comlort limits are to be created, these should take into account the seasonal influences on thermal prelerence. For this, more research on thermal sensation and thermal prelerence in various seasons or climates is needed .
Acknowledgements
Appendices
A1. Questionnaires
Included on the tollowing pages are the questionnaires which were used tor the children and teachers in the classrooms.
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A2. Introduction
The human body usually has a core temperature of 37°C . To keep th is temperature as constant as possible, the body needs to be in thermal balance with the environment. This means the heat transfer to the environment needs to be equal to the intern al heat production. The heat production and transfer to the environment can be classified to different categories, which are all influenced by various environmental and personal factors . This can be seen in the table below, and (slightly different) as an illustrated version in Figure 1 .
In Table 1 the environmental elements ta (air temperature). C, (mean radiant temperature). Va (air velocily) and Pa (absolute humidily of the air, partial pressure of water vapor) are included . The other four elements are the personal factors l el (insulation of clothing), Rel (evaporative resistance of clothing), M (metabolism) and W (external work). Fanger's comfort equation is the basis for the Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) method . This PMV is the predicted average thermal sensation for a large group of persons, on the seven point scale of +3 to -3 which can be seen in Table 2 . The PMV can also be transferred to the Predicted Percentage Dissatisfied (PPD). which is the predicted percentage of people in a large group that wil! be dissatisfied at a PMV value. A PMV of 0 does not mean every individual has thermal neutrality, so even th en the PPD is not zero . 
A2.1 . Background research on influence of variables on PMV
The exterior air temperature changes during the year. The interior temperature usually partly follows this change, especially within naturally ventilated buildings. The interior temperature should, however, always remain within a certain comfortabie range. Practically all buildings have a form of thermal control (heating and/or cooling) for the interior temperature, for which the control is based on air temperature. Even though most attent ion is given to this air temperature, there are many more factors which influence thermal sensation. The influence of variables on the PMV is investigated in the following section.
Unless stated otherwise, all figures in this section are calculated for a metabolic rate of 1.2 met, clothing insulation of 0.8 clo, air speed of 0.1 mIs , relative air humidity of 50%, and external work of 0 W . All air temperatures are equal to radiant temperatures, and are stated as Operative temperatures in °C. In practice the radiant temperature must not differ too much from the air temperature; the difference should stay below SoC. If there is a larger difference between radiant temperature and air temperature th is might lead to local thermal discomfort. Discomfort caused by this or by asymmetrical radiation does not show in the PMV results. The operative temperature has a significant influence on the thermal sensation predictions, as can be seen in all the figures in this section. The influence of clothing insulation is affected by operative temperature; the influence of the clothing insulation is higher at lower temperatures. Clothing insulation has most influence at lower temperatures, since there is more heat transfer from the human body to the thermal environment because of the larger temperature difference. This can also be seen in the PMV based comfort limits, where the operative temperature range at low external temperatures is wider than at high external temperatures.
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FIGURE 4: INFLUENCE OF RELATIVE AIR HUMIDITY ON THERMAL SENSATION PREDICTIONS, FOR VARIOUS OPERATIVE TEMPERATURES
In [3] it is stated that the influence of humidity on therm al sensation is small at moderate temperatures and activities. As can be seen in the figures, at higher operative temperatures this effect is slightly larger than at low temperatures, but within this range of operative temperatures of 18 -28°C the influence is always negligible. The effect at higher temperatures is slightly higher because heat transfer by convection is not as effective at higher air temperatures, making the heat loss through evaporation a more important factor of the heat balance. NEN-EN 15251 (4) also shows that air speed can be used to offset operative temperature increases. However, the amount of offset shown here is much larger than by the PMV calculations shown earlier. Also, no indication is given of the absolute air temperature at which this offset can be realised. ISO 7730:2005 (3) is referenced by EN 15251 for this figure , here it is stated that the temperature offset is for temperatures above 26°C. Also, the difference between air temperature and radiant temperature has a large influence on this , as can be seen in the figure below. 
FIGURE 7: INFLUENCE OF METABOLIC RATE ON THERMAL SENSATION PREDICTIONS, FOR VARIOUS OPERATIVE TEMPERATURES
The metabolic rate has a large influence on thermal sensation predictions by the PMV model. The metabolic rates shown in the figures above cover the range of 'Iow metabolic rate' from ISO 8996:2004 (5) . So even though this all fa lis within the same category ol activity, the difference in PMV can be about 1.6 scale points at a temperature ol 18°C. At a temperature ol 28°C the inlluence is less, but still about 0.7 scale points.
A3. Method
A3 .!. Schools
All classrooms have radiators lor heating, a digital blackboard and at least one computer or laptop. The classrooms are all located on the top floor ol the building, and all three buildings have a flat roof. In two ol the three schools the heating is not controlled by the teacher or children , but only by the building manager. Windows and sunscreen/curtains are operabie by the teachers and children.
A3. 1. 1. Driesprong
The setpoint lor heating is 21°C. Outside ol school hours the temperature is lowered . In the summer the heating is lully deactivated (manually) since there we re some cases where the heating was still activate at high indoor temperatures. The building manager believes that the capacity ol the mechanical ventilation is much too low, and has almost no influence.
The west laçade is glazed Irom about 1.20 meter up to the ceiling, with ventilation grills . There are !wo separate dual-hinged windows. The east wall consists ol a glass pane with a glass sliding door, which opens to a gallery in the central hall.
A3.1.2. Trinoom
The setpoint lor healing is 18°C in winter and 15°C in summer. In practice this will mean that heating is inactive in summer, since temperatures will rise above th is setpoint Irom solar and internal gains. Outside ol school hours the temperature is lowered . A large part ol the east wall is glazed Irom about 1 meter up to the ceiling, with ventilation grates . Opera bie sliding windows are available.
In the summer period a local airconditioning unit with a maximum cooling capacity ol 3.8 kW was placed in the classroom . In th is season the windows were kept closed, and the mechanical exhaust was set to maximum capacity. The CO 2 concentration stayed below 1200ppm , so the mechanical exhaust was sufficient. The indoor temperature still seemed Iree-running, so the influence ol this cooling was minimal.
A3. 1.3. Korenaar
The hall ol this school was renovated in 2003, but the classroom is in the part ol the building that was built in 1964. The setpoint lor heating is 17-18°C lor all seasons. Outside ol school hours the temperature is lowered . The east and west walls both have windows and radiators over the lull width, with the window-sill at a height of about 0.8 meter.
There are many operabie windows, equally distributed over the east and west walls. The top windows (tot al 6) , have a horizontal hinge. The lower windows (12 in total) have avertical hinge. Garment insulation values Irom ISO 7730:2005 [3) were used, with some simplilications and additions ol other garment possibilities which are described below. The aim was to keep the questionnaire easy-to-understand and not too long. To do this, clothing which was not expected to be worn was excluded Irom the list. Also, lor t-shirts vests and dresses three variants were included, sleeveless, short sleeve and longsleeve. Not all possible shirts are included in ISO 7730:2005, but since excluding some possibilities might lead to an unclear questionnaire assumptions were made lor the clo values ol these garments. For unknown clo values, the most comparable garment was used and adapted. This adaptation was done so the difference between sleeveless and short sleeve was 0.05 clo, and between short and longsleeve 0.03 clo. With this, a sleeveless t-shirt was assumed to be 0.10 clo, short-sleeve vest 0.17, long-sleeve vest 0.20, light dress-sleeveless 0.15, light dress-Iong sleeve 0.23, winter dress-sleeveless 0.32, winter dress-short sleeve 0.37.
A3.2. Questionnaires background; Clothing assumptions
For slippers an insulation value ol 0.01 was assumed. These were worn by nearly all children during the summer measurements, and added as an option by themselves. Shoes with a thin sole have an insulating value ol 0.02. A legging and thick stoekings were also included, both lor 0.20 clo which is equal to light pants. 
Temperature values from ID837, 10708 and 10838 (air velocity sensors) were not used. CO2 concentrations were reported la the schools, but not used in the further research. 
A4.1. Results for the schools
The schools we re given a short report ol the results lor each measurement period lor their own classroom . In these reports the demands lrom ISSO 89 [6] were given and explained, and in the results lor operative temperature and CO 2 concentration these limits were also shown in the same way as in Figure 8 . These limits are given in Table 4 . These limits need to be met 90% ol the time. The classes A, Band Care described below.
Class A: High expectancy pattern Irom building users regarding the quality ol the indoor environment. The CO2 concentrations are shown lor all schools in Figure 8 . This ligure shows the minimum, mean and maximum lor each part ol day, weekend and Wednesday afternoon data is not shown. It can be seen here th at in the winter period concentrations above 1200 ppm we re recorded. During mid-season and summer the concentrations stay lower, since windows are opened (more) in these seasons, so Iresh-air supply is sufficient in these seasons. I I Jr ' 11 ., '0 TOJ" re) Besides Ihe results lor environmental parameters also the therm al sensation and acceptance ol the children were reported to the schools.
A4. 2. Result processing
Measurement data was loaded into Matlab (version R2009b). Data lor Ihe exterior climate was taken Irom the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI), which was measured in Eindhoven . The daily value lable was used and Irom the data provided the daily minimum and maximum lemperatures were used, as weil as the mean relative humidity.
The data Irom the questionnaires was put into a SPSS database.
Later, the Matlab and SPSS data were combined to be used in both programs, since both have their own advantages lor certain applicalions.
All separate clothing garments' clo values were added to calculate the total clothing insulation lor the individual. Some questionnaires we re not filled in completely, or indicated clothing ensembles were not realislic. II no shoes or boots were checked , lor winter and spring 0.04 clo (shoes , thick soled) is added to the total, and lor summer 0.02 clo (shoes, thin soled) . II no underwear is checked , 0.03 clo (panties) is added . II no soeks are checked, 0.02 clo (soeks) is added . II Ihe only shirt that was checked was undergarment. this was changed to a regular shirt.
II no shirVsweater/dress was checked, or no pants/skirVdress was checked, the data was not included in the database. During winter, there we re a lew cases were only a sleeveless shirVvest was checked, and no clothing with short or long sleeves . This data was also not included. There were no winter cases where only short pants or a skirVdress we re checked. There we re a lew cases where multiple sweaters, or other unrealistic combinations ol garments were checked , these cases were also not included. A total ol 117 cases (morning or afternoon) we re disregarded lor the reasons mentioned above or because no clothing indications were given, this is 5% ol the total.
The chair insulation lor a wooden chair, 0.01 clo, was added to the total.
Data lrom days with a low amount ol cases (n <6) we re removed, these are days where only a lew children provided their thermal sensation , mostly because it is a Wednesday afternoon and the questionnaire was not centrally lilled in on these afternoons. Data lrom teachers was recorded , but cut Irom the database into a separate lile and not used lurther.
Air speed measurements lor the summer period with measurement setup 3 were not recorded properly. PMV calculations were not done lor these measurements.
A4.2. 1. Database and Mat/ab files
The lile FinalFile_SingleTime shows the most important variables , sorted in rows lor each child, lor each part ol dav. GraphData shows each part ol dav in 1 row , so no individu al inlormation. MeetwaardenGemiddeld was used lor results lor the schools, and includes only the measured values , but besides the mean lor each part ol dav it also included the minimum and maximum values. AIiSeasonsSingleTime shows all inlormation, so all individual clothing garments and all inlormation the teacher provided about operabie windows etc. This lile also contains the children 's location in the classroom; this uses the lollowing system ol coding: A is near an operabie window; B is near a lixed window; C is near the door; 0 is near the wall; E is a centrallocation; F is the teacher's location; and G is in the hallway (school 2).
Some ol these lil es are also available as a Matlab .m lile using the same Iilenames. These are sorted in a different way, since lor creating some ol the figures in SPSS the row order is changed automatically.
The Matlab lile compare_74_S9.m creates scatterplots ol Operative temperature and External climate with ISSO 74 ISSO S9 ASHRAE 55 and NEN-EN 15251 Annex A2limits, as shown in the paper and Figure 15 . The points in these plots are coloured based on AMV or Acceptance Votes. By setting the variabie BLACKWHITE in row 2 to a value ol o these ligures will be coloured instead ol being in grayscaie, and more categories for PPD will be used. In the .m files some explanations are also given about the calculations, data loading, functions used etc.
A5. Discussion
In this appendix some extra figures and information is olfered to further support the discussion part of the paper.
AS . I. Clothing insulation
As indicated in the paper:
"There is anly a sma/l difference between male and temale 's clathing insulatian, similar ta results trom a study by Humphreys [7] where clathing tor 7-9 year aids in a classroom was studied. Far (mean) clathing insulation tor adults in office buildings, de Carli et al [S] also showed a smal/ difference between male and temaie, whereas Fishman and Pimbert [9] tound a large difference. The mean clothing insulation in winter is about 0.9 clo, which is comparable to va lues recorded by the previously mentioned sourees and de Dear et al [10] . This value drops to about 0.3 clo in summer, which is slightty lower than the minimum va lues in the previausly mentioned sourees, but a lot lower than the mean in [10] and mean tor males trom [9] at comparable exterior temperatures."
Shown here are (some of the) figures which are referenced in the paper, as shown above with updated reference numbers .
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" 20 Te_"', 4 ciay wefghted running maan outdoor te.,..,.r.tur. re] FIGURE 12: ERROR BETWEEN AMV AND ANALYTICAL PMV (L) AND BETWEEN AMV AND ADAPTIVE PMV (R)
The error ol the two PMV calculations with AMV is much larger-This error is clearly largest in summer, with a predicted error ol about 1 scale point at a B •. rel ol 15°C or higher-Since there is a small difference between these two PMV's , as shown in Figure  11 , there is also a slight difference in the error with AMV. The ligures above are based on the adaptive PMV, which means that values lor clothing , air speed and metabolism are predicted based on the measurement data. The clothing insulation and air velocity are shown in Figure 14 . For the lirst ligure the metabolism value is estimated to be constant at 70 WIm 2, which is the value lor sedentary activity lor adults according to ISO 7730:2005(3) , and the lower limits lrom ISO 8996:2004 (5) . The second ligure shows the same limits, only lor a metabolism 01109 W/m 2 _ This is the value as estimated lor the children, based on [meW58 .2·1.7/1.14 to take into account reduced body surface area ol 10 year olds compared to adults. This results in a much lower minimum comlort temperature than those predicted by ISSO 74 [2) . The neutral temperature ol 16.7"C at the minimum external climate seems relatively low, even though the metabolism ol 110 W/m 2 is within the ISO 8996:2004 'Iow metabolic rate' range ol 70-130 W/m 2 so lor adults wearing 0_9 clo ol clothing insulation, th is is in lact the temperature with neutral PMV. This shows again the large inlluence ol metabolic rate on therm al sensation , and the low accuracy ol some ol the activity categories_ At higher clothing insulation, temperature has less influence on therm al sensation . Therelore, the PMV limits at low external temperatures (and therelore high clothing insulation) are much wider than at high external temperatures (and low clothing insulation)_ 
A5.4_ Assessment methods
As indicated in the paper many variables are used to express the exterior climate. These are shown in the table below which is also included in the paper. The effective temperature ET' is the temperature at which, with a relative humidity ol 50%, the thermal balance would be the same as the actual current situation. This was no longer used in the updated version ol A8HRAE 8tandard 55 [11] , since the varia bie was not understandable lor many users ol the standard. ta(out) is the arithmetic mean ol the month's mean minimum and maximum temperatures.
Brrn is described by the lollowing lormula, where Brrn-, is the running mean temperature ol the previous day, and Bed-T is the daily mean extern al temperature lor the previous day.
Here, a is a constant between 0 and 1. The value recommended to be used is 0.8 [4] .
The Be.rel used in 188074 [2] is described by the lollowing lormula: The daily temperatures used here are the mean ol the daily minimum and maximum.
The interior climate is delined in operative temperature in all ol these methods. This takes into account the air temperature weighted by the convective heat transier coefficient, and the radiant temperature weighted by the linearized radiant heat transier coefficient. In th is case this is simplified to the arithmetic mean ol these temperatures, since the activity is nearsedentary (1.0 -1.3 met), air speeds are low (below 0.20 mis), and it is assumed that the children are not in direct sunlight.
There are some important consequences on the use ol different variables to deline exterior climate. BITTl is slower to respond to exterior climate changes. This slow changing value makes it an indication ol the season or month. It will not vary strongly lor different years. B e .rel responds laster, and thereby it is more an indication ol the current climate, considering it only takes onto account the current and three previous days. The indoor temperatures measured mostly raIl within all the limit's (outmost) categories, except lor the ASHRAE limils where more than hall ol the time the upper limits are exceeded. These limits are a bit stricter than ISSO 74's (20% PPD against 35% lor the outer limits), but when that is considered the ASHRAE limits still are stricter. The IS sa 89 categories Band C allow very high operative temperatures during the summer period.
The temperatures in winter do not drop below 19°C, and rise quite high in summer. The heating setpoints stated by the building managers are ranged Irom 17 to 21 oe. The mean temperatures in winter were occasionally 3°C or more above these setpoints, which could mean that the control is not accurate on the classroom level (overshoot) . there are many uncontrolled heat gains. or the setpoints specilied are not correct. OH course there are many more possible causes lor the higher temperatures in both winter and summer season, but it is not the goal ol th is research to investigate these classrooms in detail so th is will not be discussed lurther.
The actual therm al sensations are mostly too high to be evaluated as comlortable, even though according to the standards the temperatures are. When thermal acceptance is used instead ol thermal sensation in the evaluation ol thermal comlort this is 31 more comparabie to the limit's predictions. Still many situations which would be evaluated as comfortabie by most limits are in reality considered unacceptable by many children .
As indicated in the paper, it seems that in the summer season therm al preferenee lies at a lower therm al sensation than during the spring season . This is most clear when looking at the acceptance votes corresponding to a therm al sensation of +2, 'warm ', see Figure 16 . In the summer season there is a clear shift towards unacceptable for this vote compared to the votes in the colder season . It should be considered that the hot indoor temperatures and overall discomfort in summer might have influenced these results, but considering that th is trend of cooler thermal preferenee for persons in warm exterior climate was also indicated by Mclntyre, cited and confirmed by de Carli et al [8] it seems realistic that th is trend should also be considered in th is situation. 
